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Quant of the year

Steadying the ship

I

n the world of derivatives market-making, sustainability and consistency are closely linked. A
business that is not run sustainably will, in the end, be inconsistent: it will widen its spreads, cut
clients or retreat from some products.
This year’s awards provided numerous examples of firms seeking to achieve both – to steady the
ship after years of regulatory and pricing upheaval.
At Societe Generale Corporate & Investment Banking (SG CIB), the run-up to the UK’s referendum
on EU membership was accompanied by a set of unusually specific instructions from senior management
and the board: “[They] were not keen on losing a large amount of money on this day, or making a large
amount of money. They were focused on being insensitive to event risk,” says Bruno Gaussorgues, the
bank’s global head of market risk.
SG CIB responded by tailoring stress tests to the event, taking into account some unusual specificities
– the fact that the vote took place soon after the quarterly expiry of Euro Stoxx options, for example. This
prompted it to reduce negative gamma positions in forex and interest rates, so it could go into the event
with the ability to provide liquidity.
It also sought to make its autocallable products business more resilient. Recent years have seen dealers
frantically switching the issuance tap on and off as underlying indexes have tumbled, forcing simultaneous re-hedging of bank portfolios. Last year, SG CIB responded with a tool that tests the book’s resilience
to stress, forcing it to behave more conservatively.
Sustainability was also a big aim for the equity derivatives business at Bank of America Merrill Lynch
(BAML) last year. As it ramped up issuance of retail products in a bid to outmuscle retreating rivals, it
built up the usual array of exotic exposures. In the past, traders might have been happy to warehouse
such positions, but BAML has built its franchise on repackaging exposures and selling them on to
investors.
Products that accurately mimic the underlying exposures from dealers’ structured products books are
in short supply, but BAML invented a new one in late 2015, allowing it to quickly hedge 50% of its
Korean autocallable book by selling clips to institutional investors, and freeing it up to keep writing new
business.
Sustainability is a familiar theme for this year’s lifetime achievement award winner, Yann Gérardin. He
built the equity options desk from scratch at Banque Nationale de Paris in the 1980s, and had turned
BNP Paribas into one of the leading equity derivatives franchises in the world by 2008. When the crisis
struck, Gérardin realised earlier than many of his peers the business model would have to change, as
regulators piled on new capital requirements for market risk. He cut the business’s balance sheet and
funding usage, and, by 2012, was ready to begin taking market share again just when other banks were
exiting the equity derivatives business.
In the rates market, where the derivatives world’s leviathans need to execute huge, regular flows as
well as one-off jumbo trades, clients prize consistency but have not always been able to find it. Citi and
Goldman Sachs were both lauded for their reliability here, with Citi becoming Risk’s derivatives house
of the year for the second time in succession, while Goldman was named the top rates house.
Calmness and consistency were attributes LCH, this year’s clearing house of the year, wore as a badge
of pride in 2016. Following the UK’s shock vote to leave the EU, the central counterparty (CCP) refused
to expose its members to undue risk by extending credit or permitting the ad hoc netting of client margin
calls, as other CCPs chose to.
This year’s quant of the year, Jean-Philippe Bouchaud, has also made a career out of doing things the
hard way, eschewing popular finance theory and immersing himself in hard data to get a real-world view.
“Many economic theories – such as the principle of efficient markets – seem to be more inspired by
some kind of underlying political agenda than a strict understanding of what is going on in the markets.
Similarly, a lot of models used in mathematical finance seem to be more driven by their convenience and
the possibility to answer a question with a number, rather than taking the time and thinking about the
problem,” he says. ■
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inance theory is full of appealing-looking shortcuts – unified
theories such as the efficient market hypothesis and modern
portfolio theory, or razzle-dazzle equations that will spit out a
plausible number for a specific need. The problem is that when
they don’t work, there’s not much to fall back on: it’s not always clear why
they haven’t worked or how to fix them.
The alternative is to go the long way round. Jean-Philippe Bouchaud
wins this year’s award – chosen by authors and referees of Risk’s technical
papers – for doing exactly this.
“It is really more of a physics approach, to let the data speak,” says
Bouchaud. “Very often, many economic theories – such as the principle of
efficient markets – seem to be more inspired by some kind of underlying
political agenda than a strict understanding of what is going on in the
markets. Similarly, a lot of models used in mathematical finance seem to
be more driven by their convenience and the possibility to answer a
question with a number, rather than taking the time and thinking about
the problem.”
This has not slowed Bouchaud down. The Paris-born physicist has
authored some 400 papers on physics and finance. He is also chairman
and head of research at France’s largest quantitative investment manager,

“His empirically motivated work is always relevant and
influential; as it’s shown from the multiple references to
his publications” Ramon Verastegui, Societe Generale
Capital Fund Management (CFM) – a real-world anchor that helps him
focus on the practical problems encountered by market participants.
“His work is a mix of theory and empirical analysis, and much of it has
strong appeal to practitioners,” says Leif Andersen, the global co-head of
the quantitative strategies group at Bank of America Merrill Lynch
(BAML) in New York. he praises Bouchaudfor his leading role in the
so-called econophysics movement of the 1990s, which saw a surge in
quants applying physics concepts and ideas to economics and finance.
“Jean-Philippe has successfully leveraged his expertise in disordered
systems to make impressive strides in a large variety of problems in finance
and economics,” Andersen adds.
Fellow researchers respect Bouchaud’s work. “He is very widely read and
cited among practitioners,” says Ramon Verastegui, a New York-based
head of flow strategy and solutions for the Americas at Societe Generale.
“His empirically motivated work is always relevant and influential; as it’s
shown from the multiple references to his publications.”

Data, data, data
Because of his strong focus on empirical
analysis, Bouchaud’s work often collides with
cherished financial concepts that are still
taught at universities across the world. This is
true for many of his papers published in Risk,
including his most recent work, Cleaning
correlation matrices, where Bouchaud, along
with Joel Bun, a PhD student at Université
Paris-Saclay at the Léonard de Vinci Pôle
Universitaire, and Marc Potters, co-chief
Jean-Philippe Bouchaud
executive and head of research at CFM,
present a way to estimate correlation matrices more accurately in portfolio
optimisation – a problem many quants have struggled with for decades
while applying Harry Markowitz’s optimisation to large portfolios.
When portfolios have a large number of assets, one would need an
extremely large dataset to reliably estimate the correlation matrix. For
instance, for a portfolio tracking the S&P 500, the matrix would be of the
dimension 500 by 500. This means years of data would be required to
generate a reasonably accurate correlation matrix.
“Trading universes are humongous. So if you expand to moderately
liquid stocks, it can go very quickly to 2,000 or 3,000. To measure the
correlation matrix with a universe of 500 stocks you need, at the very least,
500 days,” says Bouchaud.
Without the right number of data points, the estimated correlation
matrix will be erroneous or noisy, which in turn can negatively impact
portfolio optimisation.
Both Bouchaud and Potters spent nearly two decades looking at ways
to solve this by applying random matrix theory, a field in which many
consider them to be the leaders, but what Bouchaud calls the “miracle”
solution only came after Olivier Ledoit and Sandrine Péché published a
key mathematical result in 2011. “As soon as we saw that paper it was clear
there was a theoretical breakthrough there,” says Bouchaud.
To get as close as possible to the true correlation matrix, or the one that
is error-free, the quants first take the empirical correlation matrix of their
portfolio, or the ‘noisy’ one built using available data.
Both these matrices can be decomposed into characteristic entities called
Eigen values and Eigen vectors. By keeping the direction the same for the
Eigen vectors of the true correlation and empirical correlation matrices,
one can still tweak the Eigen values.
In their 2011 paper, Ledoit and Péché calculated a formula that gives
the overlap between the Eigen vectors of the empirical matrix and the
true correlation matrix. This ultimately unlocks the door to the Eigen
values of the true correlation matrix, but the original maths was not exactly
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engineered for application in finance, so Bouchaud, Potters and Bun had
to add their own tweaks to the model to be able to apply it, and also
extended it to accommodate outliers.
“Financially, these outliers are extremely important because they concern
the large volatility moves in the market,” says Bouchaud.
Bouchaud and his co-authors tested the performance of their extension
of the Ledoit-Péché method against four other commonly used methods,
including the shrinkage technique, which tries to pull the extreme
coefficients in the matrix towards more central values. The extension
outperformed all, giving the lowest realised risk among all five methods
considered. As a rule of thumb, one would require only twice the number
of data points as there are assets to get a good correlation matrix with
the extension.

“Financially, these outliers are extremely important
because they concern the large volatility moves in
the market” Jean-Philippe Bouchaud
Alex Lipton, a New York-based Connection Science and Engineering
fellow at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), admires the
technique. “People have been thinking about how to clean this matrix for
quite some time. This is a very important question and it has been solved
with a very elegant and strong method resulting from a large body of
literature developed in physics,” he says.

Timely paper
Another recent paper that demonstrates Bouchaud’s influence is Tail risk
premiums versus pure alpha, published in April last year. He co-wrote the
paper with Yves Lempérière and four other quants from CFM.
For some years, investors have assumed more volatile investment should
yield more returns in the long run, thereby earning a higher premium for
the risk taken. Bouchaud and his co-authors show this is not the case,
revealing a strong relationship between the risk premium earned on an
investment and negative skewness – reflecting the asymmetry of the
distribution of the underlying. The quants do this by analysing a large
number of common trading strategies using a new definition for skewness
they propose.
“This paper was very timely due to the compression of risk premia by
recent monetary policies, and the surge of systematic strategies based on
risk premia in past years. It is also very insightful, as it addresses the link
between risk premia and skewness and discriminates between risk premia
strategies and market anomalies,” says Societe Generale’s Verastegui.
The result helps identify strategies that are market anomalies and those
with a genuine risk premium, so funds can focus on strategies that can
actually make money in the long run.
“It is a way to see through the jungle of strategies and say ‘this is going
to make me money’ ... if it is really risk premium, maybe it is going to

>> Further reading on www.risk.net
• Cleaning correlation matrices www.risk.net/2452666
• Tail risk premiums versus pure alpha www.risk.net/2405258
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persist in the future. If it is an anomaly, then the jury is out on whether
it will survive when the whole industry becomes quantitative or if it will
slowly die out,” says Bouchaud.
Most of those who voted for Bouchaud this year credit him with
helping build the research machinery at CFM that was able to produce
many effective papers as a result of its heavy focus on academic research,
often applying physics concepts to finance.
Bouchaud’s fascination for combining physics with finance started soon
after he completed his PhD in theoretical physics from Ecole Normale
Superieure in Paris in 1985, when his papers on rare events started
catching the attention of quants. In 1994, he met the late Jean-Pierre
Aguilar, who founded CFM in 1991. Aguilar was very receptive to
Bouchaud’s idea of merging the two disciplines, which encouraged the two
to start a quantitative research company together.
“It was love at first sight,” says Bouchaud, on their business relationship.
“He was a terrific guy and right away understood it would be interesting
to have a research arm to the company and we should be bringing in
physics experts.”
The pair founded Science & Finance the same year, which started
functioning as a sister company carrying out quantitative research for
CFM. Potters was the first employee at Science & Finance, which merged
with CFM in 2000 to become the investment manager’s dedicated
in-house research arm. Bouchaud and Potters have been heading the
research team since 1995, and have written several papers together, many
of which have made a strong impact.

Creative idea man
“The way we work together is Bouchaud is the one with a lot of creative
ideas – it is essential for research, because you can’t censor all your ideas too
quickly. But this means many ideas end up being wrong. I am the one
who is always doubtful and would try to convince him he is wrong. Once
in a while, I am not able to convince him an idea is wrong – and that is
when we would write a paper,” says Potters.
Together, the quants have published more than 40 papers and a book.
During that time, CFM has ballooned in size as well; growing to be the
biggest quantitative investment management firms in Continental Europe
with $7 billion in assets under management.
The firm has around 40 researchers, most with PhDs in physics – the
research team makes up a large part of the company. The strength of the
team allowed Bouchaud to co-write many influential papers, including
one on capturing the skew and curvature of volatility smiles better than
existing models and another one attempting to replace fair value accounting
with a valuation method that accounts for liquidation impact – a method
CFM currently uses to size their strategies.
Bouchaud’s current and future projects will attempt to understand the
market from the bottom up, he says. This includes market microstructure,
behavioural anomalies and the impact of trading one asset on another
asset’s price, called cross-impact.
MIT’s Lipton argues this bottom-up understanding is vital for the
industry’s future: “I think these are all extremely important questions and
the time has come to truly address them in earnest, because otherwise, we
would really find the entire field of quantitative asset management and
investment very naked – intellectually and practically.”
Considering Bouchaud’s research output rate, the discipline should be
well-clothed in no time. ■

